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Darktrace PREVENT empowers security teams to  
reduce cyber risk by prioritizing vulnerabilities and 
hardening defenses proactively.

Powered by a bespoke, continuously evolving understanding 
of you, Darktrace DETECT delivers instant visibility of threats – 
even those using novel malware strains or new techniques. 

Darktrace RESPOND uses its understanding of your bespoke 
organization to take precise and targeted action, interrupting 
cyber-attacks, without disrupting regular business operations. 

The HEAL product family – scheduled for general availability in 
2023 – will allow organizations to recover in the event of a cyber-
attack by returning systems to a trusted operational state.

The Darktrace Mobile App empowers security teams to 
investigate and respond to threats while in transit.  Designed 
for maximum flexibility, the Mobile App increases the speed of 
threat mitigation by offering push notifications of in-progress 
attacks, while enabling organizations to triage incidents and 
neutralize threats no matter what the time or situation. 

Darktrace’s Cyber AI Analyst sits at the heart of the Cyber AI 
Loop, connecting the dots between single events to build a 
picture of the wider security incident, before presenting this 
to human teams. As a result, triage time is cut by an average 
of 92%, helping security teams to understand instantly what 
happened and why. 

More Than 7,400 Organizations Rely on Darktrace to Reduce 
Risk and Minimize Cyber Disruption. 

Darktrace’s product suite is powered by AI that learns every detail of your unique environment, building an evolving understanding 
of “self” to spot subtle deviations indicative of a vulnerability or threat. For every interaction across your digital ecosystem, Darktrace 
asks - Is this normal? - based on raw datapoints and AI-enhanced data features. Understanding you is the key to illuminating and 
interrupting the full range of cyber-threats, from novel attacks to insider threats.

Self-Learning AI sits behind every component of the Cyber AI Loop™, empowering bespoke, comprehensive, always-on, and 
continuously evolving security solutions based on mathematical models unique to each individual organization, regardless of 
size or complexity.  No two organizations are the same, and their security solutions shouldn’t be either. 

Darktrace Products & Services

Darktrace PREVENTTM  
/ Harden Defenses Inside and Out 

Darktrace DETECTTM / See Attacks Instantly 

Darktrace RESPONDTM / Disarm in Seconds 

Darktrace HEALTM / Restore Back to Health 

Darktrace Mobile App  
/ Neutralize Threats While on the Move 

Darktrace Cyber AI Analyst ™ 
/ Bringing the Human into the Loop 



Darktrace Products and 
Services Overview

Darktrace Services 
Ask the Expert™: Darktrace Cyber Analysts deliver rapid 
feedback and expert mediation advice, with easy to use 
chat functionality and 24/7 assistance.

Proactive Threat Notification™: With this around-
the-clock, comprehensive threat notification service, 
customers are contacted immediately in the event 
of attack. Over 1,000 customers large and small 
make use of PTN, delivered by Darktrace Security 
Operations Centers (SOCs) in Cambridge (UK),  
San Francisco, and Singapore.

Darktrace (DARK.L), a global leader in cyber security AI, delivers complete AI-powered solutions in its mission 

to free the world of cyber disruption. We protect more than 7,400 customers from the world’s most complex 

threats, including ransomware, cloud, and SaaS attacks. Darktrace is delivering the first-ever Cyber AI Loop, 

fueling a continuous security capability that can autonomously spot and respond to novel in-progress threats 

within seconds. Darktrace was named one of TIME magazine’s “Most Influential Companies” in 2021. 

To learn more, visit darktrace.com
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About 
Darktrace

Darktrace technology works for organizations of all sizes and 
can be brought to any environment, protecting email and cloud 
services, endpoints, zero trust technologies, and IT/OT networks.   

For every major partner and service including:

Rather than looking at each of these areas in isolation, 
Darktrace’s cross-platform visibility and analysis gives it the 
context it needs to understand the full picture of a cyber-attack. 

Comprehensive Protection Wherever You Need It 
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